The app for referees

What is REFSIX?
REFSIX is a smartwatch and mobile app for referees that
helps them manage their career. The app covers three
areas:
Administration: REFSIX speeds up administration for
referees, by using their mobile to log fixtures and team
sheets and their watch to record key match incidents in
games like goals, cards and subs.
Timing: REFSIX is the most customisable timepiece for
football referees ever. Referees can choose from 108 different
configurations to view and manage time during matches.
Performance: During matches REFSIX tracks physical
statistics about the referee, including distance covered, data
around their positioning and speed.

Administration
REFSIX speeds up administration, by digitising the process of recording fixtures, team sheets and key match incidents.

Pre-Match: Prior to the match, referees can upload their matches with the ability to customise team sizes, number of subs, number of
periods, length of each half and the half time interval as well as select if they wish to record goalscorer or not. When the referee arrives
at the match and receives the lineups they can quickly add these to their app and then send all the data to their smartwatch.

Create a Match

Add Lineups

Administration
In-Match: During the match referees use the REFSIX smartwatch app to keep track of time, as well as record
match incidents in real-time. Referees can record who kicks off, goals, scorers, yellow and red cards with reason
codes and substitutions.

In-Match

Administration
Post-Match: After the match referees can view all match incidents on their mobile phone, view statistics of
individual games as well as statistics an aggregated view of their season on individual competitions or across all.
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Timing
REFSIX can be used to keep a track of time in matches with
over 100 potential combinations for referees to select.

Timers: REFSIX has 4 different timers that can be selected across
2 layouts depending on the referees preference. The different
timers include a countdown timer, a countup timer which both
start and stop as well as an elapsed timer that counts every
second from kick off and an additional time timer to record any
stoppages in play. The app also has a half time interval timer.

Configurable: There are other configurations that also allow the
referee greater flexibility in the way they manage time, enabling
the half time timer to start as soon as the first half finishes and
the second half to start at 0, or from 45 (or whatever the half
length was set as). The progress bar allows referees to quickly
glance at the screen to see how far in to the half they are.

Lay out with 2 timers

Lay out with 3 timers

Performance
REFSIX tracks a variety of performance data
of the referee during matches including GPS,
speed, heart rate and distance.

Insight: REFSIX provides grassroots referees with
elite level performance tracking data. This data
can provide referees and their coaches with
greater insight in to their performance. Helping
them identify areas to develop and improve.

Individual/Aggregated: Referees can analyse
their data per game or see an aggregated view
across a period of time to see trends.

Coach App
• It allows coaches and mentors to
see match data from their
referees straight after the game.
• As soon as referees add fixtures
the coach is able to see them on
their dashboard.
• When a referee downloads the
match data from their watch to
their mobile, it can be instantly
seen on the coach’s app.
• Coaches can see all data
including match incidents, team
sheets, as well as performance
statistics.

Benefits
REFSIX benefits a wide range of stakeholders in the game:
For Referees: REFSIX helps referees achieve their goals by helping them monitor their
career and performance. By analysing their performance, referees can optimise their
development programs, ensuring they are continuously improving and striving for
excellence whilst also giving them a greater chance of getting promoted.
For Referee Coaches: Referee’s Coaches can view data on their referees and provide
further support and advice to help them progress and develop as well as help them
identify talented referees.
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